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ISSUE Health

04 17 2013 at 1200  at 1300 The Doctor is In 60 minutes Dr. Ray Guarendi, a clinical psychologist hosted a live 
call in show where listeners could ask questions regarding family problems or behavioral issues.  In his monologue, 
Dr. Ray talked about emails he was receiving from people frustrated he did not give more detailed advice on the 
radio.  Dr. Ray said radio does not allow time for all circumstances that can lead to detailed advice.  Dr. Ray took 
callers questions.  One man believed that parishes needed to be more inclusive and positive in their reaction to gays.  
Dr. Ray said if the person is not practicing the lifestyle than yes, we, as a Christian community should reach out to 
them.  Another caller was confused about when and when not to practice Natural Family Planning.  Dr. Ray 
suggested that NFP shouldn’t be used for selfish purposes.  He suggested the caller get good guidance from a local 
NFP Practioner and or their priest.  Dr. Ray took calls for the remainder of the hour.

04 19 2013 at 1200 One Body, Stewarding Gods Creation 60 minutes Theology Instructor Andrew Niewald 
gives a unique perspective to introducing Theology of the Body.  In this show, which will attract listeners young and 
old, Andrew talks about how our physical bodies define how we see God.  He talks about why and for what purpose 
human beings were created, which is love.  He talks about the language of love, how sex is the vow of the body, and 
gives great examples in speech and using music to define how the popular culture presents a distorted picture of the 
body.

04 26 2013 at 1200 One Body, Stewarding Gods Creation 60 minutes Dr. Amy Hogan M.D., a general medical 
doctor and fertility specialist interviews Dr. Lavelle Ellis on the importance of Colon Screening.  The two doctors go 
through the importance of having a colonoscopy, what kind of diseases in addition to cancer that can be found in a 
colonoscopy, and treatments for all.  They also said that colon cancer is silent and deadly. 

04 30 2013 at 1200 The Doctor is In 60 minutes Host Dr. Ray Guarendi brings a wealth of academic credentials 
and personal life experience to deal with personal problems, family issues and professional questions.  Dr. Ray 
opens the show talking about raising kids and how just simply trying to discipline them is not enough for them to 
listen to you.  Your kids have to really like you as a person and will listen to you more.  He takes calls and answers 
questions.  One caller stated that his mother-in-law had pancreatic cancer and was wondering how to tell his kids.  
Dr. Ray takes calls for the reminder of the hour.

05 02 2013 at 1200 The Doctor is in 60 minutes  Host Dr. Ray Guarendi brings a wealth of academic credentials 
and personal life experience to deal with personal problems, family issues and professional questions.  Dr. Ray 
opens the show talking about how sometimes we just do not click with people.  We will have red flags go up, but 
women, more commonly than men, have intuition.  Dr. Ray comments on how we must be sensitive to people just 
coming into the faith, because we do not want to freak them out.  He takes various calls that included a conversation 
about psychology vs. therapy.  Dr. Ray said that therapy is probably considered a branch of psychology.  He said the 
types of therapy are limitless.  He took calls for the remainder of the hour.

05 10 2013 at 1200 One Body, Stewarding Gods Creation 60 minutes  Dr. May Hogan M.D., a general medical 
doctor and fertility specialist talks on compassion fatigue.  Many people in help professions and or care givers suffer 
from this.  Dr. Amy talks about those who want to help versus those who want to fix everybodys problems.  She 
talked about the dangers this can cause psychologically and physically.  She gave a list of symptoms so listeners 
could identify if they may have compassion fatigue.  She talked about misdiagnoses for compassion fatigue and the 
treatments for this disorder.

05 17 2013 at 1200 One Body, Stewarding Gods Creation 60 minutes One Body: Stewarding Gods Creation, Dr. 
Amy Hogan M.D., a general medical doctor and fertility specialist talks on anemia.  She talks about what it is and 
several factors that can cause it.  She also talks on how to treat anemia.



05 31 2013 at 1200 One Body, Stewarding Gods Creation 50 minutes  Geriatric nurse and hospice volunteer, 
Peggy Waldschmidt, talks about living out the sacraments in senior years.  She talked about her background in 
geriatrics, what illness both short term and long term afflict seniors.  Peggy gave examples of how various illnesses 
affect both the patient and the caregiver.  She talked about offering suffering to Jesus and show these moments can 
be great moments of grace, if we allow them to.  She also talked about end of life issues and how to put together a 
living will.

06 07 2013 at 1200 One Body Stewarding Gods Creation 60 minutes Dr. Amy Hogan, M.D., a general medical 
doctor and fertility specialist, addresses political issues in medicine, in particular, Obama healthcare.  Dr. Hogan 
talks about the physical dangers of contraceptives and how marriage is a healthy institution.  She cites statistics to 
back up her claim.  

06 26 2013 at 1200 The Doctor is In 60 minutes Host Dr. Guarendi is a clinical psychologist hosting a live call in 
show where listeners ask questions regarding family problems or behavioral issues.  In his monologue, Dr. Ray 
talked about motives what motivates people in the Supreme Court who ruled this day against the Defense of 
Marriage Act.  A caller asked Dr. Ray what to do about a situation involving her husband.  She has been away from 
the faith for 30 years, but has come back to the church and her husband is upset about it.  Dr. Ray says that this 
situation is not uncommon.  A spouse, in this case, the husband, gets upset about the wifes religious practice.  Dr. 
Ray told her that the spouses religious practices can overwhelm the spouse who does not understand it.  The best 
thing for the wife to do is to show the husband that her religion is not a threat.  For instance, she could be a kinder, 
less nagging and forgiving person.  This will show her husband that she is growing as a person.  A male called about 
his wife.  She is upset that he does not want to take a vacation because he plays baseball after work and does not 
want to miss a game.  The wife asked the husband who he loves more, playing ball or being with her.  Dr. Ray 
indicated that wives have been putting up with this for a long time.  Essentially, the husband should be willing to 
compromise.  Dr. Ray told the husband that he should tell the wife that the whole summer is hers.  She can pick a 
week and the husband will miss a game, but the husband can ask the wife not to choose a time when the team is 
involved in the playoffs.  Dr. Ray took calls the reminder of the hour.

06 27 2013 at 1200 The Doctor is In 60 minutes Host Dr. Ray Guarendi is a clinical psychologist hosting a life call 
in show where listeners ask questions regarding family problems or behavioral issues.  In his monologue, Dr. Ray 
was at a childrens kindergarten class and began wondering about what these children will be like in 30 years, 
especially what kind of religious people will they be.  Will these children be like the present generation, picking 
some morals are more important than others, like a moral pyramid.  Some morals are more important to the person, 
so these would be higher on the pyramid than others.  For instance, the person may think that morals such as being a 
good person and honoring his mother and father than the issue of living with someone of the opposite sex without 
being married.  The first two callers thanked Dr. Ray for something he said on the previous program about a couple 
staying together even when one of them suffers from a mental condition, such as a diagnosis of being bipolar.  He 
offered encouragement to the spouse who does not have bipolar.  That souse is keeping the marriage together 
realizing that if they divorced, then the children would be dealing with the bipolar parent without the healthy parent 
being present.  This would be hard on the children. Dr. Ray said that research shows that divorce is usually not 
beneficial to children and surveys show that children would rather their parents together even if they argue.
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